Geography Curriculum Map
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Module 1

Geographical knowledge - The UK
and capital cities

Describe some places which
are not near the school

Identify key features of a
locality by using a map- link to
Egypt on a world map
Use maps and atlases
appropriately by using contents
and indexes

Geographical Knowledge Know the difference between
the British Isles, Great Britain
and UK, know the countries
that make up the European
Union

Geographical Inquiry Settlements

Different locality (human
geography)

Module 2

Locality - Celebrations in different
parts of the world

Use a map, photographs, film
or plan to describe a
contrasting locality outside
Europe

Physical & Human Geography,
Geographical Knowledge Maps, Capital cities, Europe,
Seas

Geographical Knowledge - find
the same place on a globe and
in an atlas, locate the Tropic of
Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn

Use of media around the world
- how is information presented
differently in contrasting
locations.

Map work - Spanish Armada

Module 3

Locational - London, our capital
city and landmarks

Name the major cities of
England, Wales, Scotland and
Ireland

Location of Stone Age
settlements- Use maps and
atlases appropriately by using
contents and indexes

Geographical Knowledge locate and name some of the
main islands that surround the
UK, describe features of
villages and cities,

Physical geography Hemispheres, longitude and
latitude (linked to seasons)

Europe, Locational & Place
Knowledge

Module 4

Human and Physical Geography Weather

Location of hot and cold areas
of the world in relation to the
equator and the north and
south poles, continents and
oceans

Volcanoes and Earthquakes

Describe features of villages
and cities, explain how a
locality has changed over time
with reference to human
features. Use the eight points
of a compass, four and
six-figure grid references,
symbols and key

Physical Geography,
Geographical Knowledge Water Cycle

Rivers, Geographical Skills and
Fieldwork

Module 5

Locality of animals - How they
have adapted to their
environments

Understand geographical
differences and similarities of a
contrasting non-European
country-Brazil

Rainforest and land use

Human & Physical Geography
- Find different views about an
environmental issue? What is
their view?

Human Geography - Trade and
fair trade, sharing resources

Deserts

Module 6

Locational knowledge - What we
like about High Halstow village.

Describe the key features of an
island and describe the key
features of a place, map work

Using grid references on maps

Why do people choose to
reside in a locality?

Geographical Inquiry,
Geographical Knowledge South America

Geographical Knowledge

